Detailed Analysis of Pancreatic Tumor Cell Attachment on Gradient PDEGMA Brushes.
Poly(di(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate) (PDEGMA) brushes show interesting thermoresponsive behavior that can be applied for cell release surfaces. Here it is shown that PDEGMA thickness gradients, which are synthesized by surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization, allow the systematic and precise analysis of the attachment of PaTu 8988 cells. By pumping the polymerization solution into the reactor with vertically fixed initiator samples, PDEGMA gradients with linearly increasing dry ellipsometric thickness with typical slopes of 2.5 nm cm-1 are obtained. A very narrow transition of PaTu 8988t cell attachment is observed that starts for a thickness larger than 7.1 ± 0.2 nm. For PDEGMA layers thicker than 8.7 ± 0.2 nm no attached cells are found. This very narrow transition in brush properties within a thickness difference of <2 nm from cell-adherent to cell-nonadherent can be determined in much greater detail than before owing to the thickness gradients with shallow slope.